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ALSEYE Commander X
Fan/RGB Controller

Special Price

$55.99 was

$69.99

Product Images

Short Description

It can achieve many functions,such as"RGB,CT,DIMMER, built-in mode, custom, music,
microphone, camera, Timer on/off functions." Microphone function which is perceived outside
sound through the phone microphone and make the led strip light beating.Camera function via
mobile phone camera to take color. There are 16 millioncolors and dozens of light changing
modes. The controller is designed for LED lights, modules, constant drive designlamps, etc.
After easy installation and settings, you can use your Phone (IOS 6.0 version and android
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version 4.3 or above ) to control.

Description

This controller support IOS 6.0 version and Android version 4.3or above.

It can achieve many functions,such as"RGB,CT,DIMMER, built-in mode, custom, music,
microphone, camera, Timer on/off functions." Microphone function which is perceived outside
sound through the phone microphone and make the led strip light beating.Camera function via
mobile phone camera to take color. There are 16 millioncolors and dozens of light changing
modes. The controller is designed for LED lights, modules, constant drive designlamps, etc.
After easy installation and settings, you can use your Phone (IOS 6.0 version and android
version 4.3 or above ) to control.

NOTE: The remote control distance reach15-20meters.

Specifications

Step 1: Go to the “Settings” interface, turn on your Bluetooth.

Step 2: Now back to the “ALSEYE” App, click the “all devices”.and find the device you need to control,e.g.:
FC_Ble_RGBW_Fan.

Step 3: RGB color interface, you can choose the color through touch the color ring. And adjust the brightness,
long press “DIY “to select thecolors that you like.

Step 4:

A. the speed of the devices “Fan”,can touch the button below,turn on / off it.

B. Color temperature interface, control warm / cool / brightness.

Step 5:

Mode: select the color’s mode , like: RED,BLUE, GREEN,Tricolor jump,seven-color jump. Adjust the speed and
brightness.

Step 6:

A. Music: click the “select Music” to play,adjust the “Rhythm”, and the light will change follow the music beat.

B. Disco:  color will change the brightness follow your voice,can adjust the sensitivity.
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Step 7: Custom : click the “create a new pattern”,and add colors you like.

Step 8 : Camera: allow the camera,capture the color that you want to light on.

And then the devices will change into the color that you captured.

Additional Information

Brand Alseye

SKU COMMANDER-X

Weight 1.3500

Color Black

Fan Accessory Type Controller

Special Price $55.99


